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Section 1

I NTRODUCT ION

The primary purpose of this document is to present a generalized method

lor predicting the blast and thermal environment reaulting Ifvom explosions of

the three most common liquid propellant combinations:

"* Liquid oxygen/RP-1 (LO 2/RP-l)

"* Liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen (LO 2/LMI )

"* Nitrogen tetroxide/50% hydrazine - 50% unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine
(N2 0 4/50% N 2H 4-50% UDMH)

The blast prediction method takes into account the fact that the explosive

potential of a given liquid propellant combination in accidental failures is

not a unique value, but depends on the manner in which the propellants are

brought together during the failure process and on the time of ignition. Spe-

cifically, the method provides a means for predicting the blast environment as

a function of the following system characteristics:

e Tank configuration

o Propellant type

* Propellant weight

* Nature of failure mode

• Ignition time

The thermal environment prediction is limited to the characteristics for

each of the propellant combinations, partly because of the more limited data

available and partly because the thermal characteristics are less dependent on

the details of the failure conditions than are the blast characteristics.

It should be emphasized that the puipose of the prediction method presen-

ted in this section is to provide a means for predicting the explosion environ-

ment as a function of the various controlling parameters. As noted, theI
1-1
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cryogenic propellant combinations can have a wide range of explosive yield Vwl-

ues, depending on the manner in which the propellants come into contact with

each other and mix and on mixing time available before ignition. Thus, in order

to use the prediction method for any given vehicle, it is necessary to condiict a

detailed failure mode analysis to establish the credible failure modes and the

cradible ranges in values ior the contLroillia; parlainetCrs.

Included in this volume are:

Section 2. A brief summary of the general scope and the types of results
obtained from the Project PYRO program, (For more details the reader is

referred to Volume 1, the Technical Documentary Report on Project PYRO.)

Section 3. The blast prediction method for the cryogenic propellant com-

binations.

Section 4. The blast pi.ediction method for the bypergolic propellant con-

bination.

Section 5. Examples demonstrating the use of the cryogenic blast predic-
tion m2thod. Where possible the cases have been selected to correspond to
actual full--scale or large-scale failure incidents or tests. In all cases
where comparisons are made, the experimental results were not used in the
basic derivation of the prediction method.

Section 6. Thermal prediction method.

Appendix A. A discussion of liquid propellant explosion pl,-nomena in re-
lation to TNT.

Appendix B. TNT reference overpressure and impn.!se versus distance curves.

1
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Section 2

MUVILW OF PROJECT PYRO

The objective of Pr'(.ujuct PYRO wits to develop a reliable philosophy loto pre-

uictii• tL,- IvkibLI ddmiite 1,o tuntia] which may be experi'nccd from !Ih,- acciden-

tal explosion of liquid propellants during launch or test operations of military

missiles or space vehicles.

Such information is required for the siting of static test stands and

launch iacilities, for -,fining hazard envelopes, for launch opera tions, etc.

The PYRO program included experimental determination of the blast and ther-

mal environnments resulting from various types of propellant mixtures for Ihe

three liquid propellant combinations; N2 0 4/50% N2 I4 - 50% UDMH, LO2 /lp-I, and

LO2 /L11 2 . Propellant wcights up to about 100,000 lb were used for the cryogenic

combinations and up to 1,000 lb for the hypergolic combination.

The generalized test conditions used were selected to simulate the impor-

tant classes of propellant Interaction, i.e., the manner in which the two pro-

peliants come into contact with each other and mix during an accidental failure.

The ways in which the propellants can mechanic-ally interact with each other are

dependent on the initial conditions of the propellants at the start of the in-

teraction and on tile nature of the boundary conditions which control or- confine

the flow of propellants during the spillage and mixing process. The two major

boundary conditions selected for testing were confinement by tihe missile and

confinement by the ground surface.

The confinement-by-the-missile (CBM) condition is intended to simulate the

general case where failure occurs in the intertank bulkhead and all propellant

mixing is confined withir the tankage. The initial conditions of primary con-

cern for this case are the size of the opening in the intertank bulkhead, the

length-to-diameter ratio of the tankage, the ullage volume, and the pressure

rise to cause tank rupture.

2-1
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Tile conlf Inelemez t-by-tle- ground-surf ace (CBKGS) coldtition simulin ttV, ti h cLAI.S

where- the propellants spi ll out of the tankage and mix on the ground surf•ce.

Major emphasis in the program has been placed on a Ilat g0round Surianue , III-

though a lmited amount of data was obtaincd for other conditions. The initial

conditions of primary concern for this bounldalry condition are the velocities,

shapes, and irlative orientation of the propellant masses at the sturt of their

interaction.

Conceptually, propellant mixing can also occur Aithout confitemvnt, i.c.,

aftcr the propellants spill out of the tankage but before they reach tile ground.

Such free-fall mixing was not included in the program, however, becau.eS of the

small amount of mixing anticipated. Unless there is a large velocity differcunce

between the two propellants (which is unlikely for massive failures ncar the

ground), there are no significant forces holding the two masses together, and

even a small pressure generated by vaporization or reaction at the interlace

between the two mauses will be sufficient to separate then, and minimize mixing.

Although the generalized test conditions used resemble some actual f;l..Iure

modes, the intent in the program was not to investigate all credible combinations

of tankage configuration, failure mode, and site geometry; there is an almost

infinite number of such combinations. Rather, it was reasoned that many of

these combinations would lead to similar propellant interactions and that study

of several basic propellant interaction modes would be sufficient to provide a

basis for evaluations or predictions under a variety of failure conditions.

The basic blast data obtained from these tests were peak overpressure and

positive-phase impulse, both as a function of distance from the propellant ex-

plosion. Equivalent explosive weights at each measurement distance were deter-

mined separately for peak overpressure and positive-phase impulse, using stan-

dard TNT surface burst reference curves. Characteristically the TWr equivalent

weights computed from these data vary both as a function of the shock wave

parameter used (peak overpressure or positive-phase impulse) and the distance

from an explosion. At long distances, however, the equivalent weights tend to

approach an equal and constant value, which has been defined as the terminal

2-2
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Sec tion 3

PiR*O PIASREDICtI)TION METHODl FOR LU.)/RPU- I AN!)D . LI

III Sctlg tipl thle predlictionr 1tlttli~i , it ~IALU r'C01j11 hUt! tim 't thuru iouii

1likely be a1 Wide vaie tlv of user-s fli tilt MetId .111du that t here NNO1ld Uc VMA -

OLIN le~l ye1 dc tail teics 'd Ini tielt-, kt put. Accordting!) tile halSJ Ilc p racd o i

%kri! desig~ned to IotI,%de2 1.11C MoS. (etalieud minim 1(Itl ion0 possible about thlt blast

ell v Itonmelilt VAit tIill It hv cur rent S ta te o1 kli~lOudIgeLJL 2_421a dia 1IJ ~k iq Idprc I 1 111

explosives, but. in a lorinat that wkould also, pci mit less detaledi icin tiitiitit IIll 1

be obtalined inl a convenient fashion,

For thle purpose s of' predicting Itile load igt and respilnse of objects to

blast waves , it is normally sufficilent to spe i ty. the penk It lve!)rcssu yjl (1I') aind

pos it ive-plrase impulse (I) inl the blast Wave.

Thus the basic objectivye of the prui'eIl ion method was 10 jol).i(Ii. 11 nev ii-.

for duturmilnlag P1 and I as a function of

distance - D)

propellant wecight - W

cha.ra.ct(Cris tics of1 missi le or'S)'C spacc veicle sYSte I uc asI pS1p0i :air 1) pCI111tI
tanktage (anrd test ,iite) Con( iigoia tion, and taill 0ic modt.e

Thle basic steps in uising the p rediet ion met hod art:

I . Conduct engineering .alavsis ot spuci I ic systcml to deterlminle ciudilvhl
fai I lur n' lodeVS

2 . 1k termI'TiI a ill eoracti c re~dibl) faIl u.- mode tilie general sequeince of eve its

kOj) to timeI of ignition, i ad tiding gross space-time iiist ol of (Vtllopt'

3. Bsedi on thle pos tola ted p ropel1l1ant sp'c iehis to ry select tilie ap

P I*O)1ii ate generialize.d PYRO mixixnlg mode.

Ilk thle remaIrinder of thiis vo1l Time, paoerpesie and pIos iti ye-phiase im-
pul se"' ar reifer retd to as "ove rp res sure'" and "'imnpul se.
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niid j oed ta I0 it e I tIn I I ii It:voie. tluI- Ii o i 11sýtole 01) cI mpi Itsu (For St le . -1 tho -g

3-5). F I pi Iye 3-1 s lo'As tile I-C 1ati on bet uteen ttile guite li .ed PIRO0aI mixig m,)es

lit jaIL tIL miint mode,

Tliv QqtI.t t Imns rLQI 1. it ill eg C p I Os lVC N' iV I d it) 11 g 1.t Iionl im 1 tile lýIrVi I C t Jorl

mv I thud "Cere c.'i; Itapol a I d to I ill sca le by us u ig tuIc loI louinI)g pustt l a1 it'd LJSe I-

jug -Clait ioisi~ilt. lExpjoiv) e yield (tin percuut tl Ithle totlt propel lwit lseiglit)

is intliendeptl)(c of theo propellaint scilJht , providing tile timle (A igniItioll is

sea led b% tilt, cube I-out of (lhe propellaInt I AIl gl t ,i .e IL J ( It / / ) . Th1i s

:-kal itig- IivlitiulfSrisip Wts postuflated ol litt- hiiis (di the best avail.iible informa-

1.1011 Colic-' i ing thlt-, physi ctii JIL Ii01TICii11 1 IlVi.) I2d lit tilL p lope 11 ant mnix iui and ex-

plu1 ion0111 proQýssC e Thie 1i.1 Itial CI cI ecCk of 1 ca 1 i g %%its ma de b e t %4r3 i It es I Yv 'Ul IItS

I I'mn the 20U and I ,OUu iU scales ,anid t he lesul 1tsIn r all In cses , exceplt those

for tile LQ./11P1-1 coilid i l werme consistenit %4 ih t le puOstkilatId scal in.

(These coniliarlisons ilivolvted 200- mid1( 1 )000- lb tests .)Later a li mi ted munnbur

of t est 15 r e c olidtc ted in 1tile rangwe I rum 25 ,0(0t- to 1 00,00U-16b Nhshi cl also

showAed cons istecy %withi thle tiositilaed scalinug. These larger scale comparisons

al~ giLAVen ill SeCtiol 5.

For thle L0., 'RP- 1 CBM case, t he resut Is indicatled a1 me ide no c dec rease Inl yieldi

SI tt ilicnciisitg weight ilp to abiout 10,000 lb. Abovu Itilt. weight fihe I-C-iolItS
Were' Conlsistent Ai tt tile postulated seCal log.
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TYPICAL FULL-SCALE PREDICIION
FAILURE MODES PYRO MIXING MODES PROCEDURE

BULKHEAD RUPTURE CIM . CONFINEMLNI BY MISSILE & LO2 'RP-1 S-eFig. 3-2

.ailure occurs in the interrtok bulkhead Coorsollirg 
0

.orrretnrs r L0 2 /l I 2  
See Fig 3-3

e1 all propellant miying is confined (t.p)

w-nin the tankage. T PROPELLANT MIXING 7IME - mnsc
Time between start of mixing and ignition.

W IOTAL PROPELLANT WEIGHT - lb

L/ID LLNGTH-to-DIAETER RATIO OF PROPELLANTS

Ua'Dt INTERTANK BULKHEAD OPENING RATIO
Rlt io of diameter of opening in inlertank bulkhead

tf took diameter.

V TANKAGE ULLAGE VOLUME
u Percent ot rotol too koge volore 151

a P TANK RUPTURE PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL - psi
Burst pressure minus inilio J pressure.01

("Not needed for L0
2 /LH

2.

OVERPRESSURIZATION-SEAM RIP C&OS - CONFINEMENT Bg GROUND SURFACE L02/RP-l - SeeFig, 3-4

AND LCW-ALTITUDE FALLBACK P LO2 .'LH2 - See Fig. 3-5

Propellrts spill o.t of the vehicle und Contol-ling Parameters:

miwing o.curs as the garonnd urtin.-

Impaet nelocities 0140 ft,'ec. I PkOPELLANF MIXING TIME - sen
Time between propellant contact on ground surface
and ignition.

%1 TOTAL PROPELLANT WEIGHT - lb

V PROPELLANT VELOCITY - ft/sec

" T FAILURE SUBTYPE
* rAnssine ronkage rupture;

propellants released through essentially
full cross section of tanksog, both . .. ... I
ranks opened at about the some time.

"* Sone as I, but releose of top propeloant
f" ,. toanksge is considerably delye ..... .. II
net bottom.

"* Propelronts released through openings
signilicontly smaller Phar tank II
cross section. -

POWERED IMPACT N kVI, I HIGH-VELOCITY IMPACT All

AND HIGH -ALTITUDE FALLBACK Propellants- See Fig, 3-3
(botto)

Impact velocities from 140 to 600 It/ten, Controlling Parameters:

Ignition .trssmed to occur at impact.

V IMPACT VELOCITY - fl/sec

GS NATURE OF GROUND SURFACE

Hard: Essentially no penetration of $sfoce
by impacting t.nkbge.
iElatple: conorele and rock.)

Soft Essentiu:Iy complete pIenetrtiuc of swf.ce

by epatcting .onkoge.

lEnomple; water.)

Fig. 3-1. Relation Between Typical Full-scale Failure Modes
and PXPO Mixing Modes

3-3
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6.52-3,5

O 2iRP-I: CBM

step 1  DL TEII, E PI/RAMETER VlALUES steP3 OBTAIN TLRMINAL YIF. F)

procedure * Using L'D value,
obtain Y from curve A, Figure A-I.

PROPELLANT MIXING TIME - rse. YS - terminal yield at tank rupture

Thn,-, bresee,, start o~f r g -lr 0 itfor V. = 10%, " Pr = 85 psi.

I If u-1knlwo consider TI o)
F igure A- I

TOTAL PROPELLANT V\EIGHT - IFg

L D) LfNGli to DIAMETER RATIO OF PROPELLANTS 20
Upper Bound 90%Predic tio,, Intra

D L INTEKTANK BULKHEAD OPENING RATIO T i t_,_Iterval
Ratio of disinetel of opluiig il iltltto,. .l 15 . * -- ---
I ulkhOeuJ to ltni ditaetel. A
If operrirg Jianete o not choula, use dianete, ; Pri _
ol cijIce ha. 1rIg sarrie opeing a'eo I. Z 10 • on '

V TANKAGE ULLAGE VOLUME - percent
of total lcinkagu "vole 5- Y

P•P TANK RUPTURE PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL - psi 2 3!6

/ ---- • - - (burst pressure
minus
initial pressure,

t B W WitIi Vu and "Pr values, determine k value fr.
Procedure A.
With k and L/D values, enter Figure B-l and

L allowable T/WI" 
3 

value. Compare with T/WI
1 

V

less than 5 msec,'lb13. .

Figure B-I

__ 0 30

S L/D=," .

- '•' Enter*step D DITLRMIINE PROCLDUR_ L i0 " S andw,

-"05O- /• 1.0 deterir

/ 0 5S 1 TERMI

0 20 40 60 80 1

PROCEDURE Vv - Ib Do "Dt TIME i (msec/lb'
3

)"

A >10,000 0.45 Unhknown ,
B > 10..000 0.45 Knoswn C

C 10,000 0.45 Either
C any value Ž0.45 Either

6 If\'W 10,000 lb. and D./Dt 1 0.45,

obtir, yield value Y from general predictic
Procedure A or B as appropriate.

TERMINAL YIELD is given by: Y(l 21

!-

J. 4
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ur-n
URS SYSTEMS

IALstep 4  DITERMI NE
YIELD (Y) AND UPPER 9000 PREDICT ION VALUE kY 9 01 __4 PRESSURE AND IMPULSE VALUES

* Enter Figure A-2 with theAPr and the V. values ýo obtain a k value.

Multiply YS times k to get TERMINAl YIELD (Y).

This is what would be obtained if ignition occurred at time of tank rupture, Determine equivalent TNT WT'VTNT)

the latest possible time for this case.
WTNT Y x W t"' Y90 X W)

F igure A-2 0 Using L'D value,

2.0 Pr = 100 psi obtain YS-90 from curve B Compute scled distonce (D WA' t31 NT
1

5 7 in Figure A-.

.. 0 , 0 Multiply Ys-90 by k value to get PRESSURE
30, UPPER 90'.. PREDICTION VALUE Determine PTNT from 1NT

0.5 " 20 9 surface burst curve
O, in Appendix BI (There is a 90"o probability that

0 the yield will be below this value). I M PU LSE
0 20 40 60 80 100 Deterrine TNT fen TN.

ULLAGE VOLUME (%) surface burst curve
in Appendix B

rie k value from Figure A-2, 0 Use same T/N 1"3 value and Figure B-2
to determine UPPER 90% PREDICTION Compute I by multiplying ITNT

igure B-I and ?;btain maximum VALUE (Ygo) for terminal yield, by Impulse Corection Factor/3, (See Table 1)

pre with T/W 1, 3 value derived

Figure B-2

-q L/ = -.'" ')' TABLE 1
30 2.0D3 2• . 050 SCALED DISTANCE CORRECTION

z 20 1.5RANGE FACTOR

e Enter Figure B-1 again 0s 1.0 >3 1 1.3
and with L/D value 10 Ia 2.0

determine 01.501
TERMINAL YIELD (Y). 7 0 -01"

0 20 40 60 e0

T/W1 3 (mnsec/ibl/-3)

e If Do/Dt >0.45, terminal yield is given
by the following equation for a Vu- 19'o
and aAPr z 85 psi.

•0"45, Y. - T 217
_ (I ) (0.59 - 0.092 L D)

ral prediction method, W'1/
3  W

ote. Estimated max. allowable T..V 1/3 values:

L. D (T W
1 

3)a

Y(1 4 217m
1.3 43

5.0 57
To correct for differences in 1tandard
conditions, multiply (1,W 1 3)max values

by k factor giver, in Figure A-2.

I Fig. 3-2.

3-5
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L02/LH2: CBM

step I DETERM NE PARAMrTER V11 UES steP30BTAIN TERMINAL YIELD (Y) AND UPPER 90% PREI

T PROPELLANT MIXING TIME - msec procedure
Time between start of mixing and ignition 40
(If unknown, con.ider Tmax ).A I Uper'Bour:d 96-1.

w TOTAL PROPELLANT WEIGHT - lb 30 Prediction Interval

-<20
L/D LENGTH-to DIAMETER RATIO OF PROPELLANTS a Compute T/V'I

1
/3 from input data ZAPrediction Equaion

Do /Dt INTERTANK BULKHEAD OPENING RATIO and determine TERMINAL YIELDRatio . from curve A. - 0.- .-Ratio of diameter of opening in intertank 0 40 80 120
bulkhead to tank diameter.
(If opening diameter not circular, T/) 1/

3 
(msec/lbl/3)

use diameter of circle having same
opening area).

B 100 i
Est. Upper Max

80 B..und 90% Ti
steP2  DETERMINE PROCEDURE 60v .

B.- 0 10PROCEDURE L/D Do, /Dt (

t•1/3 (msC/i1/3"
A Compute T/Wg h from input data v 20m V I -

and determine TERMINAL YIELD c A n I
A 1.8 •0.45 fromncurve A. 0 ~ -

B 5.0 0.45 0 10 20 30 40:

HIGH-VELOCITY IMPACT: all propellants____________________

step I DETERMI NE PARAMETER VALUES 1tep 2OBTAIN TERMINAL YIELD (Y) AND UPPER 90% PREI

e From tegraphs of Terminal Yield vs Impact Velocity for LO2/RP-1 oac

determine TERMINAL YIELD (curves A and C) and UPPER 90%/ PREDI(
V IMPACT VELOCITY - ft/sec for appropriate propellant type.

GS NATURE OF GROUND SURFACE

Hard: Essentially no penetration O2 '1RIP-i Est. Upper L0 2 /1LH2

of surface by impacting 80 90% Bound

tankage. (Example - - ' - 150. iso' "

concrete and rock). 8_10 I ..- 1C

60 C-P e - Prdiction Curve
Soft: Essentially complete 60C --- l.- t. -' 100 -•

penetration of surface by 5 
40  

4' - -- ' Est. Upper
impacting tankage. I ,, hard surface. 9

(Example - wrrtei). Z 20 A i Z
Prediction Curve

0I -0
0 200 400 600 0

IMPACT VELOCITY (ft/sec) IMPACT

/9
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UPS qYSTEMS
COf. )RATXON

se'DETERMINE
I LD (Y) AND UPPER 90% PREDICTION VALUES (Y 9 0 ) step 4 PRESSURE AND IMPULSE VALUES

* Delrnnine

B 1 Upper'Bourd 90% UPPER 90%D e

30 Prediction Interval i PREDICTIO1/ VALUE Determine equivalent TNT WT(WTNT
20from curve B. YxW (oc xVI)20' TN Y x W" (NT YO

Z Prediction Equation (There is a 90% probability
10 that the yield will be below

0 - . " this value .) Compute scaled distance (DW TNT)

0 40 , 8,0 ,12,0 16

T/W1/3 (rsec/Ibl) 1/3
PRE SSURE
Determine PTNT from TNT

surface burst curve

100 tE d in Appendix B

Est. Upper Maximum
80 IMPULSE
- i u Bond 9% Time

. Determine ITNT from TNT

60 surface burst curve

640 - Iin Appendix B- 40i / ½ 14
< 2 Determine

Zt A20 -2 UPPER 90% Compute I by multiplying ITNT
2 A PREDICTION VALUE by Impulse Correction Factor

A. -0 " .l from curve B. b Se Corre Ft

0 10 20 30 40

T!W 1/3 (.sec/Ilb1/3)

SCALED DISTANCE CORRECTION

RANG E FACTOR

1 5 1/3 1.4

IELD (Y) AND UPPER 90% PREDICTION VALUE (Y 9 0 ) 5 (ft/lb 1 2.0

|Ielcd vs Impact Velocity for LO 2'RP-! oand LO2,' LH2

Kcurves A and C) and UPPER 90% PREDICTION VALUE (curves B and D)
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Fig. 3-3.
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L02/RP-1: CBGS

step 1 DETERMINE PAkAML i R VALUEFS step 3  OBTAIN TERMINAL YIELD (Y) AND UPPER 90% PREC

PROPELLANT MIXING TIME - sec proceiu Compute/3 n V

Comput T/ from input data. * With T/Wl"3an
(Tineu between pro•cluont contact on ground With this value and V value, determine UPPER 9V

surface and igritlon). determine TERMINAL YIELD.

T - top propellant

TB - bottom propellant, 120. . . ,
If unknown, consider 

T
.... 120 .- '

W TOTAL PROPELLANT WEIGHT - lb >.LrA " 00.

V PROPELLANT IMPACT VELOCITY - ft Se. eo 80 i0 80
v ' 601,t o-

6 0

FT FAILURE SUBTYPE 0.. 6

Fallbock - r, 4 40 0) 40
Massive tankage ruptute, 3 -

propellants released through essentially . , u0 20

full cross section of tankage, both tanks 5' . 0 -
OL 00

opened at about the same time. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0

T 
1

B; V velocity of interface T,W 1.,3 (sec/b
1
/'

3
) T/W 1/3

between ptopellants

11 ralIback -WLO2 " Wgp.1
Same as I, but release of top propellant B Compute from following equation: Y O YS 2

from tunkage is considerably delayed WThr

over bottom. where . . .
WL2= total L02 weight WT total wl

III Non-Massive Tank Rupture - W RP-I weight of RP-1 overlapped YS specifi-

Propellants released through openings (right c

significontly smaller than tank cross section. Of WL(

* Compare yield with val a given in Procedure A

(use smallest yield value, but in no case use less than Procedui

e ESTIMATE UPPER 901% PREDICTION VALUE by increasing yield estimate by

using Procedure A

s I 0 Use same procedure as in A, but use Wf in place of W for computirig T/NW1/3

stop 2 DETERMINE PROCEDURE weight of both propellants on the ground at time of ignition.

TERMINAL YIELD VALUE is multiplied by Wf (rcher than W) in Step 4 toi

In no case should an equivalent weight in lb be used that is less than givi

FAILURE
PROCEDURE TIME SUBTYPE DROP HEIGHT (ft)

A Known I 120 25 1.0I

8 Known 11
C Known III l00 -- -- i-.A
D Unknown 1, 11, Ill 

•0b

0 With V value, " 80I
determine 41

TERMINAL YIELD 0 60 ~
from curve A. l'

>40

This is the max.imum C C
Terminal Yield, 20 A d

i.e. highest value forany

ignition time. 0

0 20 40 60 80 100

IMPACT VELOCITY (ft/sec)

S/
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OtSSSEMS
V O't ,,,.,!ýTEMS

IELD (Y) AND UPPER 90`% PREDICTION VALUE (Y 9 0 1 '9 PRESSURE AND IMPULSE VALUES

ut data. * With TM 1/3 and V value,

lue, determine UPPER 90% PREDICTION VALUE.
ILD. Determine equivalent TNT WTI(WVTN

TNTTNT•'"" ..... " 1 2 WTNT YexW tor Y 9 0 ssVs)

urrrt21.No V0 , Compute . aledds, ... (D ,3s

-0 801 t, T TNT

I 1!PRSSR

0.20 in Appendic B I
0.2 0.3 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 bt

b T/W 1/3 (sec,'bl 
3

) IMPULSE

_ _Determine I TNT from TNT

surface burst curve
WL02 + WRP-I1 in Apperndix B

S WT ,

weight WT - total weight of propellants in vehicle' Compute I by multiplying iTNT

RP-1 overlapp,. YS specific yield and is obtained from Table 2 by Impulse Correction Factor

(right column) using an oxidizer-to-fuel ratio (See Table I)

of WLO 2 / WRP_.1

roced,.re A 1/_
lue, I 7n no case use less than Procedure A gives for c T W 0).

VALlE by increasing yield estimate by same ratio as upper bound is to yield TABLE 1

_ _SCALED DISTANCE CORRECTION

RANGE FACTOR

Wf in place of W ;. •rputing T/A 1/3 "#here Wf is the estimated > 3 3 113
ground at time of , . < 3 3 32,0

iplied by Wf (rather 'i) in Step 4 to get equivalent weight in lb
eight in lb be used tacr is less than given in Procedure A with a T, = 0.

J- L02 /RP-I

DROPHEI' , :T (ft) TABLE 2 Ratio YS (

25 100

120 25 101,5 93
2.0 113

60 -P t 2.5 126
3.0 132

803.5 123
4.0 115?~'4.5 1105

60i5.0 96
40-- 7.0 70

4 * With V value, 8.0 59
/ I,- dete•mine 10.0 4320I UPPER 90% PREDICTION VALUE 12.0 31

0 - from curve C. 14.0 22
0 20 40 60 80 100 16.0 16

IMPACT VELOCITY (ft/see) 18.0 12

Fig. 3-4,.
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L02/LH2: CBGS

step1  DETERMINE PARAMETER VALUES step3 OBTAIN TERMINAL YIELD (Y) AND UPPER 90% PRE,

T PROPELLANT MIXING TIME - sec i

(Time between propellant contact on ground procedure Co-npute T/•V 1/3 from input data 9 With T,/vN 1/3 a.
surface and igniti-), A and determine TERMINAL YIELD. determine UPPE!

TT - top propellant

TB - bottom propellant
If unknown, consider Tmcx.

120 ,,~ £ 120 r -

W TOTAL PROPELLANT WEIGHT - lb 100 ". 100 -

V PROPELLANT VELOCITY - ft/sec 80 80

FT FAILURE SUBTYPE u 60
I Foilback 3

Massive tankage rupture, 40 I 40
propellants released through essentially -"1
full cross section of tankage, both tanks 20 - 3 } W• 20

opened at about the some time. " 0 *At T/W 0; Y 18%. a 0 L

T TB; V velocity of interface 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0

between propellants T!W 1/3 (sec/lb 1/3 T/W

II Fo I back -
Some as I, but release of top propellant
from tankage is considerably delayed
over bottom.

III Non-Massive Tank Rupture
Propellants released through openings 0 Use some procedure as in A, but use Wf in place of W for computing
significantly smaller than tank cross section. weight of both propelanti on the ground at time of ignition.

TERMINAL YIELD VALUE is multiplied by Wf (rather than W) in -
In no case should an equivalent weight in lb be used that is less I

with a T/W1/
3 

= 0.

step2 DETERMINE PROCEDURE

FAILURE 120 25 100

A Known I, I

B Known l.1
C Unknown 1, II, 111 so ,,

0 With V value, " I J
dletermine 60

TERMINAL YIELD
from curve A. *4 I"4

5 40e
This is the maximum Terminal Yield, Z 20 rA' I 1i.e. highestvalue Z 2 AI

for any ignition time. 0 j... .

0 20 40 60 0 1001

IMPACT VELOCITY (ft/sic)
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UfjSYT, PA
ID~~~~~~~~~~~ 

EY 
AN PE 0 RDCINVLE(9!s• 

DTERM INE

PRESSURE AND IMPULSE VALUES

0 with I/W !,'3 and V value,
determine UPPER 90% PREDICTION VALUE,

Determine equiva!ent TNT WT(WTNT

WTNT ý YeW (orY 9 0 g W)

o 120 ' , I 1
r'nc .,,W '34I100 :: ! .. . 1 Compute scaled distance D.4 , TNT)

I 60- PRESSURE

_--_40 "--_'-'_'_____Determine PTNT ffon TNT
S--- 20 surface burt curve

0,; Y= 18%._• 0

J0 . . .. IMPULSE
0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 Determine 'TNT from TN',T

T/W 1/3 (s,.:/Ib 1/3) surface burst curve
in Appendix B

Compute I by multiplying ITNT
by Impulse Correction Factor

(See Table 1)

Wut use Wf in place of W for computing T/W 1/3 where Wf is the estimated
on the ground at time of ignition.

TABLE I

Is multiplied by Wf (rather than W) in Step 4 to get equivalent weight in lb.
elent weight in lb be used that is less than given in Procedure A SCALED DISTANCE CORRECTION

RANGE FACTOR

:5 1/3 1.45 (ft/lb 2.0

25 100 DROP HEIGHT (ft)
120 1--y -1

100 -

60 J? *•. 4 I!. ----

4 With V value,

Z 20 - determine
S0 tO ___• ,UPPER 90, PREDICTION VALUES0 .Tro curve B

0 20 40 60 80 10

IMPACT VELOCITY (ft/s'c)

Fig. 3-.5.
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Section 4

PYRO BLAST PREDICTION METHOD FOR N2 0 4/50% N2 H - 50% UDM1I

Tile general approach used in the predictIon method for N2 0 4/50% N 2H4 - 50%

UDM11 is similar to that for the cryogenic propellant combinations. The proce-

dures, however, are considerably simpler because time of ignition is not a con-

trolling parameter and because the generally low magnitudes of the yields made

it possible to eliminate much of the parameter variations needed for the cryo-

genic propellant combinations.

The basic steps in the prediction procedure are:

1. Identify the PYRO generalized configuration from the list given below,

2. Follow specified procedures to determine terminal yield and pressure
and impulse correction factors.

GENERALIZED CONFIGURATION

1. Static Test Stand

a. Assumes tank and tank support structure are strong enough to elim-
inate fallover case and no large explosive donor (i.e., another
stage) is present.

b. Applicable PYRO mixing modes are: diaphragm rupture (confinement
by the missile); spill; small explosive donor (i.e. , !--0.5% of the
propellant weight), and tower drop.

2. Launch Pad

a. Pre-launch

Applicable PYRO mixing modes are: diaphragm rupture, spill, small
explosive donor, and tower drop.

b. Launch

Applicable PYRO mixing modes include those indicated for pre-launch
as well as large explosive donor (i.e., another stage) and low-
velocity impact (-140 ft/sec). Does not include high-velocity im-
pact (either from high-altitude fallback or powercd impact).

4-1
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3. P•st-Launch

a, In-Flight
No date wert, obtained for this case during the I'YRO program; how=

ever, in the absence of a spill surface, there seems to be no pos-

sible way for the failure mode to be more severe than the launch

case. It is recommended that this value be used.
I

b. Ground Impact

Applicable PYRO mixing mode is high-velocity Impact.

Table 4-1 gives the estimated upper limit for thEi terminal yield for each

of the PYRO generalizod configurations. For all cases but the high-velocity im-

pact condition, a single terminal yield value could be used. For this case the

value shown in Table 4-1 is for the upper limit of velocity (tUU it/sec) and a

curve of terminal yield vs velocity is given in Fig. 4-1 for- use with lower Im-

pact velocities.

With the terminal yield for a specified failure mode established by use of

Table 4-1 or Fig 4-1, the next step in the prediction procedure is to detexrine

the pressure and impulse correction factors. These are obtained from Fig. 4-2

by entering in the proper scaled distance. The propellant overpressure and im-

pulse values are obtained by multiplying the overpressure and impulse values

"obtained from the surface burst TNT curves shown in Appendix B by these factors,

4-2
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Table 4-1

TERMINAL YIELD ESTIMATES FOR
SELECTED FACILITY AND APPLICATION MODES

FACILITY AND ESTIMATED UPPER LIMIT
APPLICATION MODE TO TERMINAL YIELD (%)

*

STATIC TEST STAND 2

LAUNCH PAD

"* Pre-Launch 2

"* Launch 5

POST-LAUNCH

0 In-Flight 5

* High Velocity Impact

Hard Surface 25

Soft Surface 60

If no smnial explosive donor (i.e., <1% of total propellant weight) is
present a yield of 1.5 percent can be used.

If no large explosive donor (i.e., another stage) is present a yield of
3 percent can be used.
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60 _ _ __ _ _ _

40

z

0 200 400 600

IMPACT VELOCITY (ft/$ec)

Fig. 4-i. Terminal Yield vs Impact Velocity for
Hypergolic High-Velocity Impact
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PEAK OVERPRESSURE
1.5 [ I --- -I - I 1 --- I - . - 7

I [ HIGH-VELOCITY IMPACT DATA
1.0 - ...,

e OTHER TEST DATA
0 .5 . . . . .- - - -

0.4 .-

0.3 ... .0, -
0.2

4 5 6 8 10 15 20 30 40 60 80

SCALED DISTANCE (ft/lbl/3)

POSIT!VE-PHA3E IMPULSE

2.0 ' I OTHER TEST DATA

1.0 g HIGH-VELOCITY IMPACT DATA I
1.0

0 .5 ... . . . . . . . .]

I___ I________
4 5 6 8 10 15 20 30 40 60 80

SCALED DISTANCE (ft/Ilb 1/3)

Fig. 4-2. Ratio of Upper Bound of Propellant Peak Overpressure Lnid
Positive Phase Impulse Data to Standard TNT Curve
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Section 5

EXAMPLES OF USE AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
OF PREDICTION METHOD

Examples illustrating the use of the prediction method are given in this

section. The cases covered are listed below. Where possible the cases have

been selected to correspond to actual full-scale or large-scale failure inci-

dents or tests. In all cases where comparisons are made, the experimental re-

sults were not used in the basic derivation of the prediction method.

EXAMPLE PROPELLANT COMPARISON TYPE OFSFAILURE MODE
NO. COMBINATION CASE COMPARISON

1 LO2/RP-1 Bulkhead Rupture - Ignition ATLAS 9C Full-Scale
Time Unknown Accident

2 LO /RP-l Bulkhead Rupture - Ignition AFRPL TITAN I Full-Scale
2Tie Known Test (No. Test

301)

3 LO 2/LH2 Bulkhead Rupture - Ignition AFRPL SATURN Full-Scale

Time Known S-IV Tes t Test
(No. 62)

LOq/,RP-l Fallback - Ignition Time AFRPL 25,OOC- Large-Scale
Known lb Test Test

(No. 285)

5 LO /RP-l Fallback- Ignition Time None None
2 Unknown

6 LO /LH Fallback - Ignition Known AFRPL 25,000- Large-Scale
2Test (No. Test

228C)

7 L0 2 /RP-1 Fallback - Ignition Time, AFRPL 1,200- Small-Scale

LO /LH2 Known lb Test Testj_ (No. 295)
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1. BULKHEAD RUPTURE OF L0 2 /RP-1 VEHICLE ON LAUNCH PAD OR STATIC TEST STAND -

IGNITION TIME UNKNOWN - CORRESPONDS TO PYRO CBM CASE

Assumed Conditions

W = 240,000 lb (weight of propellants when vehicle has normal full
load of propellants)

L/D = 5

Do/Dt _5 0.45

V = 40% at time of failure
u

ALP = 30 psir

Prediction Procedure (Refer to Fig. 3-2)

1. In accordance with step 2, Procedure A is selected.

2. Following step 3, a YS of 10% is selected from curve A of Fig. A-I
with tne given L/D value of 5. Also a k of 0.9 is obtained from
Fig. A-2 using A5~r = 30 psi and a Vu = 40%. The predicted termin-
al yield value of 9% is then obtained by multiplying 0.9 times 10%.

3. Continuing with step 3, the upper 90% prediction bound is 14%
(0.9 x 15%).

4. Following step 4, an impulse correction factor of 1.3 is obtained
for scaled distances of greater than 3 ft/lb 1 / 3 and a value of 2

for scaled distances less than 3 ft/lb 1 / 3 . With the derived ex-
plosive yield of 9% or 22,000 lb of TNT (for the 240,000 lb of
propellant) this means that for actual distances greater than 3 x
22,0001/3 = 84 ft, the impulse values obtained from standard TNT
impulse-distance curves should be multiplied by 1.3. Similarly

for distances less than 84 ft, the impulse value should be multi-
plied by 2.

W is total propellant weight; L/D is length-to-diameter ratio of propellants;
Do/Dt is ratio of the diameter of the opening in the bulkhead to the tank
diameter; V is tankage ullage volume; AP is tank rupture pressure differ-u r
ential.
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Full-Scale Comparison

The case selected is believed to correspond to the Atlas 9C failure.

The actual ullage volume at ignition in this case was unknown, but propel-

lants were being pumped out of the vehicle for 30 to 60 sec prior to igni-

tion, so that the ullage volume was clearly very much larger than the

normal 5%. The measured yield from the failure was 10-12%, which compares

quite favorably with the predicted value of 9% and the upper bound of 14%.

2. BULKHEAD RUPTURE OF L0 2 /RP-1 VEHICLE ON LAUNCH PAD OR STATIC TEST STAND -

IGNITION TIME KNOWN - CORRESPONDS TO PYRO CBM CASE

Assumed Conditions

T = 840 msec

W = 170,000 lb (weight of propellants when vehicle has normal full
load of propellants)

LiD = 4

D/D : 0.45-o t

V = 50% (corresponds to a propellant loading of abtut 55% or 94,000
U lb of propellant

lpr = 35 psi

Prediction Procedure (Refer to Fig. 3-2)

1. In accordance with step 2, procedure B is selected.

2. Following step 3, a k value of 0.9 is obtained from Fig. A-2 by
entering with a Vu = 50% and a Apr = 3 psi. Next a maximum al-
lowable value of T/W1 / 3 = 27 msec/lbt / is obtained from Fig. B-i
by using the k value of 0.9 and an L,/D = 4. Since this is,;arger
than the value computed from the input data, 840/(170,000) 1 =
15, the input value (being the smaller of the two) is selected and
entered into Fig. B-l, with an L/D = 4 to obtain a terminal yield
=6%.

3. Again using a T/W = 15 and an L/D = 4, the upper 90% predic-
tion value 8% is obtained from the lower part of Fig, B-2.
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Full-Scale Comparison

The case selected corresponds to the Titan I test conducted under the

PYR0 program (Test Number 301). The measured yield was 4% based on the

94,000 lb of propellant used or 2% on a fully loaded vehicle. The predic-

ted value of 6% would ,e expected to be conservative (I.e., somewhat high)

for this case because of the small s ze of the opening area in the inter-

tank bulkhead, which amounted to only about 2% of the tank cross-sectional

area. The prediction method was based on results with diaphragm openings

equal to or greater than 20% of the tank cross-sectional area and was ex-

pected Lo be conservative for cases having much smaller openings.

3. BULKHEAD RUPTURE OF LO2 /Lhi 2 VEHICLE ON LAUNCH PAD OR STATIC TEST STAND -

IGNITION TIME KNOWN - CORRESPONDS TO PYRO CBM CASE

Assumed Condition

•". i83 ...

W = 91,000 lb

L/D = 1.8

D /D t 0.45

Prediction Procedure (Refer to Fig. 3-3)

1. In accordance with step 2, procedure A is selected.

2. Following step 3, a T/W1/3 = 4 msec/lb'/3 is computed (183/91,0001/3)
and a terminal yield of 6% is obtained by using this value with
curve A.

3. An upper 90% prediction bound of 12% is obtained from curve B in
the same manner.

Full-Scale Comparison

This case corresponds to the S-IV test conducted as part of Project

PYRO (Test No. 62). The measured yield was 5%, which compares favorably

with the predicted value of 6%.
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4. FALLBACK OF L0 2 /RP-1 VEHICLE ON LAUNCH PAD - IGNITION TIME KNOWN - CORRE-
SPOND_- TO PYRO CBGS CASE

Assumed Condition

T = 0.465 sec

W = 25,000 lb

V = 44 ft/sec

FT = I

Prediction Procedure (Refer to Fig. 3-4)

1. In accordance with step 2, procedure A is selected.

1/3 1/3
2. Following step 3, a T/W = 0.016 sec/lb is computed (0.465/

25,000M/3) and a terminal yield of 36% is obtained from this val-
ue and a V = 44.

3. Continuing %ith step 3, an upper 90% prediction bound of 46%" is
obtained in a similar fashion.

Lar-ge-Senla Comparison

This ca'.e t.,•rcspon(,s to a 25,000-lb test (No. 285) conducted under

tihe PYRe p, ,) . Thei, mnasured yield was 37%, which compares very well

with i t ,h |kt-ih it-it value i, 36,r and upper bound of 46%.

5. FALLBACK OF LO!,/RIt'-1 \'hICLE ON LAUNCH PAD - IGNITION TIME UNKNOWN - CORRE-
SPONDS TO I)YRO CBI;S CASE

Assumed Condilition

W = 25,000 lb

V = 44 ft/sec

FT= I

V is impact velocity; FT is failure subtype.
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Predlction Procedure (Refe•r to Fig. 3-4)

1. In acc•,rdnnce wi,.h stcp 2, procedure D is seltveud.

2. Following step 3, a terminal yield value of 97% is obtained by
Su. ,, a V - 4.1 ft/sec.

3. Cont-;uLing A'ith step 3, an upper 90% prediction bound of 120% is

obtained in a simiilar fashion.

6, FALLBACK OF L0 2 /LH 2 VEHICLE ON LAUNCH PAD - IGNITION TIME KNOWN - CORRE-
SPONDS MD PYRO CBGS CASE

Assumed Conditions

T = 0.365 sec

W = 25,000 lb

V = 44 ft/sec

FT = I

Prediction Procedure (Refer to Fig. 3-5)

1. In accordance with step 2, procedure A is selected.

1/3 1/3
2. Following step 3, a T/W = 0.012 sec/lb is computed (0.365/

"25,0001/3) and a terminal yield of 22% is obtained from this val-
ue and a velocity of 44.

3. Continuing with step 3, an upper 90% prediction bound of 42% is
obtained in a similar fashion.

Large-Scale Comparison

This case corresponds to a 25,000-lb test (No. 288C) conducted under

the PYRO program. The measured yield was 13%, somewhat under the predic-

ted value of 22% but well within the uncertainty limits for this case, as

evidenced by the difference between the expected value of 22% and the up-

per 90% bound of 42%.
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7. FALLBACK OF TWO-STAGE VEHICLE (UPPER STAGE L0 2 /LH 2 - LOWER STAGE LO2/RP-1)
- IGNITION TIME KNOWN - CORRESPONDS 70 PYRO CBGS CASE

Assumed Conditions

W - LO 2/RP-1 stage = 1,000,000 lb

W - LO 2/LH2 stage = 200,O000 lb

T = 5.4 sec

V = 44 ft/sec

FT= I

Prediction Procedure - L0 2 /RP-1 Stage (Refer to Fig. 3-4)

1. In accordance with step 2, procedure A is selected.
1/3 1/3

2. Following step 3, a W = 0.054 is computed (5.4/1,000,0001),

and a terminal yield of 93% is obtained from this value and a V
= 44. This gives an equivalent explosive weight of 930,000 lb
(93% x 1,000,000 lb).

Prediction Procedure - LO2 /LH 2 Stage (Refer to Fig. 3-5)

1. In accordance with step 2, procedure A is selected.
1/W/3,003)

2. Following step 3, a T/W = 0.092 is computed (5.4/200,0001 ,3)

and a terminal yield of 37% is obtained using this value and a V
= 44. This gives an equivalent explosive weight of 74,000 lb

(37% x 200,000 lb).

Combined Yield Predictions

Sum of equivalent explosive weights is 1,004,000 lb (930,000 + 74,000)

giving a terminal yield for the combination of 84% (100 x 1,004,000/

1,200,000).

Experimental Comparison

No full-scale or large-scale data are available for comparison vith

this case; however, one 1,200-lb test (No. 295) was conducted as part of

the PYRO program with conditions properly scaled to match these conditions
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(weights scaled by factor of 1,000, times scaled by factor of 10). The

measured combined yield for this test was 70%, which compnres well with

the predicted yield of 84%.
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Section 6

HEAT TRANSFER HAZARD

The fireball generated by the explosion of propellant mixtures can consti-

tute a hazard primarily through heat transfer to an object or structure immersed

in it. This section contains a description of tile expected dimensions and

duration of the associated fireball and of the heat flux density with time with-

in it, each as a function of the quantity of propellants involved. Remarks in-

dicating the basis and limitations of each prediction are also included.

The dimensions of the fireball depend generally on the quantity of propel-

lants. An empirically derived expression relating the fireball dimension in

terms of an equivalent diameter D in feet to the total propellant (fuel and oxi-

dant) weight W in pounds for the propellant combinations of LO2 /RP-1, LO 2/LH2

RP-1/LH2 /L., and N 204/50 N2H4 - 50% UDMH is given by

D = 9.56 W0.325 (6.1)

where the estimated standard error in the diameter is 30%. Equation (6.1) does

not always provide an accurate indication of the maximum dimension(s) of the

fireball, since "in those instances where the fireballs were markedly asymmet-

rical, attempts were made to estimate equivalent spherical diameters. An

.ndication of the departure from the diameter given in Eq. (6.1) of the maximum

dimensions that can occur is provided, for instance, by the Titan test, which

involved approximately 100,000 lb of LO2/RP-1. The maximum horizontal fireball

Information permitting the evaluation of thermal hazards external to the

fireball through radiant energy transfer are given in Section 6, Volume 1.

Equation (6.1), along with Eq. (6.2) below, hlave been extracted from J. B.

Gayle and J. W Bransford, Size and Duration of Fireballs from Propellant
Explosions, NASA TWi X-5312, August, 1965.

Ibid.
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dimension from this test was estimated to be from 800 to 1000 ft, while Eq (6.1)

indicates diameters of approximately 400 ft.

The fireball duration T in seconds, that is, the time over which fireball

temperatures persist at hazardous levels (excluding residual fires of unburned

propellants, which tend to collect in ground surface depressions or structural

confinements) is given by,

T = 0.196 W (6.2)

where the standard error in the duration is 84%.

Curves from which the heat flux density with time within the fireball can

be obtained for a given propellant weight are given on Figs. 6-1 and 6-2 for

the LO /RP-I and LO /LH) propellant combinations, respectively. The time T°
2 2 2 0

in these figures is given in seconds by,

T = C W (6.3)

for a total propellant weight W in pounds, with a value of C of 0.113 for LO2/
2

RP-1 (Fig. 6-1) and of 0.077 for LO 2/LH2 (Fig. 6-2). Two curves are presented

in each figure. One is the "bounding curve," which is an estimate of the upper

bound of the heat flux density and is primarily based on the analysis of heat

flux density data that were obtained from eleven 25,000-lb propellant tests,

five of LO 2/RP-l, and six of LO2 /LH2* The remaining curve, designated the
"recommended curve," is superimposed on the bounding curve until a time T -0

given by Eq. (6.3) - where it abruptly decreases to zero. The recommended curves

are also based primarily on analysis of the data from the eleven 25,000-lb tests

Data from which the heat flux density may be evaluated for the N2 04 /50%

N2 H4 - 50% UDMH propellant combination are extremely limited. Examination
of these data suggests that the heat flux density is somewhat less in magni-
tude than the bounding curves given for L0 2 /RP-l and L0 2 /LH 2 in Figs. 6-1
and 6-2, but that the heating durations are perhaps somewhat larger.

6-2
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mentioned above, and implicitly contain the constraint that the probability of

exceeding the cuipulative heat flux density associated with the recommended

curves (the time integration of the heat flux density from time equal zero to

T ) is 1%. The variation of the heating pulse with propellant weight, that is,

the scaling implicitly contained in Figs. 6-7- and 6-2 and Eq. (6.3), Assumes,

first, that the duration of the heating pulse will increase with the cube root

of propellant weight, as implied by the empirical relatton Eq. (6.2) and, sec-

ond, that the heat flux density at a scaled time, using this cube root time

scaling, will be invariant with variation in propellant weight. The second

statement is based on the invariance of fireball temperatures (measured) from

scale to scale.

No accoupt has been made in the bounding or recommended curves for the

emission of radiant energy from the surface of an immersed object, and this

emission can substantially reduce the transfer rates from those given in the

curves as the surface temperature of the object becomes a significant fraction

of the fireball temperature, the latter being typically of the order of 2300'K.

A reduction occurs similarly for the convective component of transfer. Any

corresponding modifications of heat transfer from the curves, however, depend

on the details of the application and are not considered here.

Several other qualifications of the bounding and recommended curves should

be noted. First, the heat flux density measurements upon which the curves are

primarily based were obtained from instruments that were fixed in space; thus,

a modified heat flux density may be appropriate for objects which, for example,

become prematurely ejected from the fireball (due, for instance, to blast wave

forces). For many circumstances, the modification would be a reduction of the

total heat transfer, first, due to the tendency to reduce the time that an

object is immersed, and second, due to a reduction in the convective heat

transfer component, since the motion imparted to the object by the blast wave

forces would tend to reduce the relative velocity between the object and the

sur:rounding gas. Rotary motion imparted to the object, however, would

generally result in an increased transfer rate at given locations on the object.

Whether it is appropriate to consider these factors in greater detail depends

6-5
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again on the details of the particular application, and such factors are not

discussed further here.

It can be seen from Eq. (6.3) that the heating durations of Figs. 6-1 and

6-2 (of either the .ounding or recommended curves) increase with the cube root

of propellant weight. This is an assumption that deserves some consideration.

For comparatively small propellant quantities, say 1000 lb or less, the fire-

ball duration is insufficient for L'ppreciable motion (rise) of the fireball,

and the fireball duration is then essentially synonymous with the heating dura-

tion oi an object that is fixed in space. For larger propellant quantities,

say for 25,000 lb and more, significant motion does occur and the heating dura-

tion of a fixed object is therefore less than the fireball duration. Thus, the

ratio of the heating duration of a fixed object to the total fireball duration

is some function of the propellant weight. The curves of Figs. 6-1 and 6-2 are

based on messurements fixed in space at the 25,000-lb level, and extrapolation

to other propellant weight levels through Eq. (6.3) inherently assumes an invar-

iance of thia ratio of durations. For application to weights in excess of

25,000 lb, it is nevertheless recommended that Eq. (6.3) be used in conjunction

with the curves of Figs. 6-1 and 6-2, although it is expected that the curves

would be somewhat conservative. For extrapolation to significantly lesser

weights, T should be larger than given by Eq. (6.3); more specifically, at the

1000-lb (or less) level, T° as given by Eq. (6.3) should be increased by a mul-

tiplying factor of approximately 1.2 and 1.6 for LO2 /RP-1 and LO2 !LH 2 , respec-

tively.

It is possible that the heat transfer hazard can be intensified by the oc-

currence of c'iemical activity between the fireball constituents - notably the

oxidants - and the surface of an object immersed in the fireball. Predictions

of the rates (or existence) of the associated chemical reactions are not inclu-

ded in this reporf, in part due to the heavy dependence of such reactions on

* the particular application, that is, on the molecular constituents of the ob-

ject and the surface temperature attained. The latter, in turn, depends on the

configuration and thermal properties of the object. (The reaction also depends

critically, of course, on the concentrations of various atomic and molecularI
6-6
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species - and their excited and ionized states - present in the fireball.)

Chemical activity is mentioned and should be considered in any application - par-

ticularly when comparatively l:srge propellant quantities are involved - becausc

the reactions can provide an energy contribution (not included in Figs. 6-1 and

6-2) to the object.

The heat flux density measuiuments upon which the curves of k'igs. 6-1. and

6-2 are based were obtained at locations no closer to the "center of explosion" I
than about one-fifth of the radius of the fireball, and it would be expected

that the heat transfer rates, at least during the initial "small" fraction of

the fireball duration, could be somewhat more severe at c-r "very near" the cen-

ter of explosion. Passive sensors capable of providing crude indications of

comparatively severe heat transfer were deployed in the central region (within

a few feet of the planned ignition point) throughout most o! the eleven 25,000-

lb tests mentioned above, and a single positive indication was obtained. Spe-

cifically, from 0.1 to 0.2 in. was ablated from the surface of a solid aluminum

structure in such a way as to suggest comparatively large heat flux densities

over limited times, for instance, of the order of 1000 watt/cm2 for 2 sec. (A
thorough analytic evaluation of the possible ranges of heat transfer perameters

resulting in the above ablation has not been performed; for details of the alum-

inum structure and its ablation, see Appendix C of Volume 1.) It is not clear

if chemical activity, as mentioned in the previous parrt~graph, was an energy con-

tributor.

6_7
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Appendix A

LIQUID PROPELLANT EXPLOSION PfIENOMENA IN RELATION TO TNT

The characteristics of blast waves produced by explosive energy releases

in air are in general dependent on three major groups of properties: those

having to do with the intrinsic characteristics of the explosive material (ex-
t

plosive properties); those having to do with the manner in which the explosive

material is assembled (charge properties); and those having to do with the en-

vironment surrounding the charge (environmental properties).

Explosive properties would include, for example, those necessary to describe

the total energy release per gram of material (that contributes to the explosion)

and the rate of energy release.

Charge properties would include those necessary to describe the total quan-

tity of material, its shape, and any confinement effects due to inert material

immediately adjacent to the charge.

Environmental properties, for example, would include those necessary to
describe the nature of any ground surface in the vicinity of the charge, the

location of the charge with respect to the ground surface (height of burst),

and the ambient air pressure,

The explosive properties for most conventional solid high-explosive mater-

ials are quite similar and for a given material are often adequately described

by simply stating the type of explosive. For liquid propellants, however, the

range of explosive properties and thus the explosive behavior for a given pro-

pellant combination is extremely wide and generally differs considerably from

that for conventional high explosives.

Specifically, for liquid propellant explosions the explosive yield or frac-

tion of the total energy of the propellant mixture contributing to the explosion

is not only dependent on propellant type, but also on certain other parameters,

including, for example,

A-1
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1. propellant interaction geometry (mi-!ing mode)

2. time of ignition

3. various initial conditions, such as spatial and velocity distribution

of propellants at time of contact

4. propellant weight

In addition, the shapes of the propellant pressure-distance and impulse-

distance curves are not necessarily identical to those for TNT.

To summarize, the parameters which generally control the important blast

characteristics of liquid propellant explosions, i.e., peak overpressure and
,

positive-phase impulse, are:

1. total propellant weight W

2. fraction of total energy contributing to explosion f

3. nature of reaction m

4. ground distance D

5. height of burst h

6. charge shape

By means of normal explosive scaling laws, the parameter list can be re-

duced to:

1. nature of reaction m

2. scaled ground distance D/(fW) 1 3

3. scaled height of burst h/(fW)
1 / 3

4. charge shape 5

For some conditions it is possible that f may be a function of W.

Confinement effects, ambient overpressure, and nature of ground surface may

have to be considered in special circumstances, but in most applications

they do not vary sufficiently to require consideration.
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Considering for the moment a surface burst condition and a constant charge

shape, only two basic parameters are left:

1. nature of mixture m

2. scaled ground distance D/t(fW)1/3

Conceptually, therefore, all desired data on overpressure (or impulse) for

a given propellant combination (under surface burst conditions and with a con-

stant charge shape), could be expressed in a single plot as follows:

m1

m2

m3

'n4

p

D/(fW) 1/3

At this stage it is appropriate to consider in more detail what the fac-

tors f and m mean. Earlier f was defined as the fraction of the total energy

contributing to the explosion. This actually is a somewhat loose definition.

It could be argued, for example, that f is generally not the effective fraction

of energy released to produce a given overpressure or impulse value since this

also depends on m, as illustrated in the above figure. Rather, f is intended

as a measure of the total amount of energy released in the explosion that ul-

timately contributes to the blast wave, while m is intended as a measure of the

manner or rate of energy release. The reason for separating the factors f and m,

* Considered in this report to be a hemispherical charge on the surface.
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rather than attempting to use them in some combined fashion, is that, first,

they depend on somewhat different sets of basic parameters and, secondly, there

is generally a significant range of distances of interest (at intermediate to

long distances from the explosion) where the m values become unimportant and the

f value alone controls the overpressure and impulse values. Also, in this re-

gion the f values for both overpressure and impulse are the same.*

iWithin the definition of the f and m factors given above there is still

some choice of how to quantitatively determine them from experimental data and

to use them in a prediction method. The method used in this report for deter-

I mining the f factor is based on TNT equivalence and is described below.

Assume, for example, in the figure below that curve A is the "standard" TNT

surface burst overpressure-distance curve and curve B is the curve for a par-

ticular test condition involving W lb of propellant (curve B points are plot-

ted using W for computing scaled distance values).

P

A

P.

-113
I 0/w !

D /WI/
3  D./W(TNT) 1/3

This occurs because as a blast wave proceeds into the ambient air surround-
ing its source, its behavior tends to be controlled by the ambient air it is
propagating through, ana the influence of the specific nature of the source
becomes progressively less important with increasing distance from the source.

A-4
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For each (xperimental point on curve B (P DI) the weight of TNT, W(TNT) 1 ,

necessary to produce the same overpressure at the distance Di as obtained in

the particular test is computed by:

1/3
a 1. determining the value of the scaled distance (Di/W(TNT)j /3) from

curve A •c the overpressure P
i

2. dividing D by this scaled distance and cubing the results, i.e.,

D1

W(INT)i -= /w )1'-- 13

D TNT)TNT)33

A similar process wziwd be carried out for the impulse data. I
The ratios of W(TNT) i /WP are then plotted as a function of distance as

shown below:

S1.0I.

F 1
W(TNT) /Wp f FACTOR

The £ factor is then the particular value of the ratio of W(TN')i/Wp ap-

proached ty both the overpressure and impulse data at long distances. Thus the

f factor is simply the termiaal explosive yield.

A-5
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By means of the f factor so determined, the experimental data points can

be ý'eplotted using fWp for computing scaled distance and compared with the ideal

P

curve A as shown below. (C is curve B so replotted.)

A

o/1/3

The remaining differences between curves A and C due to the m factor.

The PYRO data clearly show the general trends discussed above. The differ-

ences between the propellant and TNT overpressure-distance and impulse--dis-

tance curves were largest for the hypergolic combination, and both pressure and

impulse correction factors were derived as a function of scaled distance. For

the cryogenic propellants the effects were somewhat smaller, and it was only

possible to derive impulse correction factors. The p-opellant pressure data

tended to be below the TNT curve, but the spread was large enough so that the

TNT curve was used as a conservative bound. It should be emphasized that such

a bound is believed to be overly conservative for distances closer than about 2

scaled feet (ft/lb /3). Unfortunately insufficient data were obýained in this

regicn to actually define the curve.
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Appendix B

PEAK OVERPRESSURE VS DISTANCE AND POSITIVE-PHASE IMPULSE
VS DISTANCE REFERENCE CURVES

II
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